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CURRENT COSMOLOGY
• Structure in the universe formed from matter;

• However much is dark matter;

• Only seen through its gravitation interaction;

• Recent expansion caused by Dark Energy;

• Both key to understanding the evolution of the 

universe.



WEAK LENSING AND COSMIC SHEAR

• Light from distant sources distorted by matter;

• Shear is the sources change in ellipticity;

• Powerful tool for probing and constraining 

cosmology.

What is it?

• Make 2D dark matter (surface density) maps;

• Constrain parameters relating to Dark Matter and 
Dark Energy;

• Compare cosmological models.

Why is it useful?



CURRENT WEAK LENSING: OPTICAL

Bridle S., et al., 2008, ArXiv 0802.1214

• Optical weak lensing is very challenging due to several systematics and sources of noise;

• We need to average over enough galaxies to reduce contribution from noise and Intrinsic galaxy shape.



TRADITIONAL WEAK LENSING TECHNIQUE
•Identify sources and measure ellipticities;

•Average over large enough pixels such that the contribution from 
random internal ellipticities is small;

•Take a Fourier Transform of the data which provides a linear 
relationship between surface mass density (κ) and shear (γ) below.
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RADIO LENSING BABY STEPS

•New Radio data should be ideal for lensing;

•Used mainly for strong lensing, CMB lensing;

•Some early work on weak lensing in Radio , see Patel et al 2014;

•Many papers speculating on the future of Radio Weak Lensing;

•Complicated by the need for imaging including an additional 
Fourier Transform.
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MODELLING THE RADIO SKY

Relative error wrt average source peak

Number of pixels vs ErrorSimulated Image Fourier Domain Approximation

Difference between Simulated Image and 

Reconstructed Image from FD Approximation



EXTRACTING SHEAR MODES

•We test for a particular mode of shear (γtest) using an integral over 
the data (bottom);

• Involves the chosen mode, the positions of the galaxies, and a 
“kernel” which picks out the type of shear we are looking for;

•Histograms (right) show the distribution of the integrand's values;

•Hence integral returns higher value when γtest is closer to the true γ;

•Galaxy positions required, so some aspect of imaging still needed. 
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RESULTS WITH PERFECT DATA

Perfect Data?

•A (very) well sampled UV plane;

•0.2’’ resolution;

•Good density of sources (10 per square 
arcmin)

•No telescope or atmosphere noise;

•No error on source positions;

•However does include noise from original 
galaxy shapes.

Result

•Clear peak at true γ mode location
(0.05,0.07)



ACCURACY VS THE REAL UNIVERSE
• What effect does noise or errors on positions have? 



ACCURACY VS THE REAL UNIVERSE

•As you can see both types of error increase noise.

•However the signal’s decline is not too severe which 
shows the method is fairly robust.

• What effect does bad UV sampling have?

50%

5.1%



CONCLUSIONS

•Previous work has shown that weak lensing in the radio is viable (Patel et al);

•Many people are already preparing to adapt current weak lensing techniques to the 
next generation of radio telescopes;

•We have shown that the extraction of shear modes from ‘perfect’ visibilities is 
possible;

•Moderate degradation of which leads to a reduction in in S/N which is reasonable 
and does not effect the final output;

•In the future I hope to improve this method and test it on more realistic simulations 
and real data.


